Key Takeaways

- The transition away from coal generation—a leader of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions—is ongoing. But despite being a global focus, the pace of carbon reduction is not uniform throughout the sector and we expect that, by the next decade, coal generation will still represent over 25% of total generation.

- Nuclear generation, while a zero-carbon emitter, still has significant environmental risks because of its higher-risk operations and nuclear waste.

- Although natural gas generation emits about half the CO2 as coal, we view gas-fired generation as a bridge to a carbon-neutral environment and as an effective interim means to handle the intermittency of renewable generation.

- The sector has a considerable influence on local communities, including on customers’ electric bills, as a local employer, as a significant contributor to local taxes, and by ensuring safe operations at generating facilities.

The ESG Risk Atlas

To calibrate the relative ranking of sectors, we use our environmental, social, and governance (ESG) Risk Atlas (see "The ESG Risk Atlas: Sector And Regional Rationales And Scores," published May 13, 2019). The Risk Atlas provides a relative ranking of industries in terms of exposure to environmental and social risks (and opportunities). The sector risk atlas charts (shown below) combine each sector’s exposure to environmental and social risks, scoring it on a scale of 1 to 6. A score closer to 1 represents a relatively low exposure, while 6 indicates a high sectorwide exposure to environmental and social risk factors (for details see the Appendix). This report card expands further on the Risk Atlas sector analysis by focusing on the credit-specific impacts, which in turn forms the basis for analyzing the exposures and opportunities of individual companies in the sector.
Non-Coal Generation

Environmental exposure (Risk Atlas: 4)

The environmental risks from power generation (excluding coal-fired generation) have a material impact on the sector’s credit quality, primarily due to emissions (in the case of gas-fired power) and waste from nuclear power. Social factors are important too, as power generators create local jobs, affect local property taxes, and provide of an essential service that must remain competitive and reliable. We assess the non-coal power sector as being significantly exposed to environmental factors, even though the industry already has taken substantial transformative steps over the past decade to deal with the rising share of renewable generation, which will likely continue. We make the following distinctions across asset classes:

**Gas:** We see gas-fired power’s environmental exposure stemming mainly from the fact that it creates CO2 emissions. That said, we differentiate gas from coal because gas emits half of the emissions and we believe gas-fired generation is a vital bridge to a carbon-neutral environment, notably to handle the intermittency of renewable generation. This is especially the case in North America given its plentiful shale gas reserves. Depending on the region, gas-fired power generation (like coal) may face headwinds from the rapid rise of renewable capacity and from higher carbon pricing/taxes. Longer-term risks could stem from potential targets for CO2 emissions, as well as battery storage that supports further growth in renewables.

**Nuclear:** Major environmental risks for nuclear generation center on the long-term storage of nuclear waste and high water usage. The limited visibility on the technical (and financial) impact of nuclear storage remains an important credit risk, in our view, with high amounts of asset retirement provisions on company balance sheets (unless transferred to the state, in some countries). Finally, given nuclear plants’ extreme safety requirements, risks stemming from physical climate change (including rising sea levels) may be low probability, longer-term risk factors. At the same time, we recognize the low-carbon impact of nuclear power. For example, nuclear plants generated nearly 20% of the U.S.’s overall electricity and 63% of its carbon-free electricity. It thus remains the largest producer of zero-carbon electricity in the U.S., avoiding over 545 million metric tons (mt) of GHG emissions in 2017, which would have been emitted if all nuclear generation been produced at the national average emissions rate. This compared to hydroelectricity, which avoided 200 million mt, wind (175 million mt), and solar (about 40 million mt).

**Renewables/hydro:** Renewable power generation has a stronger environmental assessment than the power industry in general. Key factors we focus on are methane emissions for large hydro (in tropical areas), while land use and its effect on biodiversity also is a growing focus. Generally, hydro, wind, and solar use exponentially more land mass to produce the same amount of electricity as electricity from fossil fuels or nuclear. Such large land use, in certain circumstances, can significantly alter the ecosystem and hurt the environment. This risk has been reduced by the increasing use of land in non-greenfield areas.

Social exposure (Risk Atlas: 4)

We assess social exposure as meaningful. This incorporates the important role that this sector
plays within communities as a provider of an essential service that must remain affordable and reliable. Any disruption of these services, as well as any negative impact they may have on nearby communities, could trigger local criticism or political pressures. These sectors are generally invested in having significant community engagement because the company may be a large local employer (that sometimes has unionized staff) and significant contributor to the local property tax base. Renewables/hydro may have somewhat better social acceptance given its environmental benefits. Still, the planning of wind farms is sensitive to local community acceptance while large hydro can face severe opposition if it disrupts the peoples’ lifestyles or the landscape.

On the other hand we believe nuclear plants have higher social exposure given the sensitivity around safety. A less likely but high-impact severe nuclear incident could jeopardize a company’s license to operate. Although we believe the nuclear industry has made positive strides to improve operations and security, the 2011 Fukushima nuclear incident underscores the severity of financial impacts and abrupt changes to national social and energy policies.

**Coal-Fired Generation**

We view environmental risk to the power generation sector, which has material exposure to coal-fired generation, as an important ratings driver. We believe that the environmental risks from advancing regulations will significantly raise costs and create regulatory constraints for
generators with coal-fired exposure. Social exposure to this sector is significant too, underscoring the importance of utilities as large recruiters in their local communities and as providers of an essential service that must remain competitive and reliable.

Environmental exposure (Risk Atlas: 6)

In terms of ESG factors, environmental risks are main issue for power generators because of their exposure to fossil fuels. Coal-based power generation causes significant environmental damage as one of the leading CO2 emitters. Even with materially higher electricity generated through renewables and better energy storage, we continue to expect that coal-fired fossil fuel power generation will continue to represent more than 25% of all electricity generated over the next decade. This also takes into account the need for consistent, non-intermittent base load generation and the security of supply issues, as several countries (notably China) have abundant domestic coal supplies.

The industry has taken many steps over the past decade to reduce many non-CO2 pollutants (albeit the pace of carbon reduction is not uniform). We nevertheless view the coal power sector as vulnerable to cost escalations (e.g. a higher carbon tax) or increasing regulatory constraints combined with direct governmental policies (requiring the phase-out or shutting of the most-polluting coal plants while increasing the share of renewables). However, we expect the exposure will vary greatly based on regional emissions standards. For example:

- We estimate that high emissions costs in the form of a carbon or environmental tax could ultimately reduce EBITDA by as much as 10% for U.S. coal generators. A major step has been the industry's effort to retrofit several of its coal-fired conventional generation units to accept natural gas (coal-to-gas conversion).

- The U.K. instituted a specific carbon tax of £16 per tonne for 2019, hitting coal-fired plants hardest since their carbon intensity is over twice as much as gas-fired plants. Germany just announced its strategy to phase out lignite power plants by 2036. Even if there remains political support for coal-plants in several Eastern European countries (supported by the importance of their domestic coal mining industries), it's very likely there could be shift in sentiment or direct constraints coming from Europe-wide objectives over the next decade.

- In China, coal-generation still accounts near 70% of power generation, but it's already been decided that the most-polluting assets will be taken offline because renewable and nuclear new builds have become the national priority. China's national emissions trading scheme, launched in December 2017, aims to cover emitters across the coal power sector at the outset; until the ramifications are finalized and trading kicks start, the impact on generators remains to be seen.

- Chile, where the installed capacity is 21% coal-based and 12% diesel, started to apply a green tax of US$5.00 for every tonne of CO2 pollutants emitted (under Law 20.780/2014) as a way to reduce its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by at least 30% by 2030 compared to 2007. It particularly affects generators operating thermal plants with installed capacities equal or larger than 50 megawatts (MW).

Social exposure (Risk Atlas: 4)

Ineffective management of the sector's social risk could also represent a significant credit risk, in our view. The sector plays an important role within communities because it provides an essential service that must remain competitive and reliable. Any significant disruption of these services, as
well as effects on air pollution in nearby cities, could trigger local criticism or political pressures. This sector is generally socially intertwined with local communities because power generators are usually significant local employers that sometimes include highly unionized staff. It's essential that power generators ensure that their services remain safe and viably economical. Workforce demographics are also changing, as younger employees prefer to work on cleaner, more sustainable technologies. Coal-fired generation is also more likely to create upstream risks because of its capital-intensive mining operations.

ESG Sector Risk Atlas

Governance

Governance risk is best assessed on an independent company-by-company basis. One specific sector-related governance complexity is the importance of oversight and focus on sustainability, requiring interactions with various stakeholders. For nuclear operators, this implies strict policies aligned with national safety regulators and governmental policies.
## North America

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company/Rating/Comments</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Analyst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-coal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Power Corp. (B+/Positive/--)</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Tony Mok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas-fired assets contribute to a large portion of APC’s generation capacity. While these assets are more environmentally friendly than coal, they still rely on fossil fuels and contribute to GHG emissions. Legislative or regulatory changes in the U.S. and Canada may require lower GHG emissions in the natural gas sector, possibly affecting APC's natural gas businesses. We believe APC's exposure to conventional generation is partially offset by the portfolio's diversity in fuel type, with hydro and biomass in the mix.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P. (BBB+/Stable/--)</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>Michael Ferguson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIP has subsidiaries that operate ports and terminals, toll roads, telecommunication and broadcasting towers, utilities, midstream and pipelines, and district heating and cooling, to mention a few. These subsidiaries are involved in using, handling, or transporting substances that are toxic, combustible, or otherwise hazardous to the environment, and therefore we believe environmental factors are key drivers of its operational and financial performance. Any leaks, spillage, or emissions may result in regulatory infractions, damage to the environment, injury, or loss of life. That said, BIP along with its parent Brookfield Asset Management, has various policies and steps that minimize its operations' environmental impact and utilize resources more efficiently. BIP has also been taking steps to better the environment, including installing a closed-loop chilled water system for heating or cooling in over 150 buildings in Toronto, reducing energy use by approximately 90% compared to conventional in-house fuel-based or electrical cooling systems. It also began constructing a green highway overpass in Brazil to help wildlife in the surrounding areas safely pass across the highway, which had seen more than 3,000 wildlife fatally injured over the previous 10 years. BIP has demonstrated its satisfactory governance assessment by executing its strategy and achieving results consistent with its public guidance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brookfield Renewable Partners L.P. (BBB+/Negative/A-2)</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>Michael Ferguson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most of BEP's generation assets are renewable, with about 75% hydro, 20% wind, and the rest solar power. With GHG emissions of about 0.3 million metric tonnes of CO2-equivalent in 2018, BEP is one of the lowest GHG emitters among global power generation companies. BEP's portfolio depends on the availability of natural resources like wind and hydrology levels and it is exposed to the physical impacts of climate change, like droughts. BEP has to manage its underlying water resources efficiently to minimize biodiversity changes and maintain the natural ecology to minimize its environmental impact. Temporary water stresses could be alleviated by efficient water management practices. About 55 of its hydro facilities (out of approximately 218) have received the Low Impact Hydropower Institute Certification. BEP has a relatively strong management and governance, reflecting its clear strategy for developing renewable assets and its execution process.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calpine Corp. (B+/Stable/--)</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>Aneesh Prabhu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calpine is one of the larger U.S. independent power producers at 26 GW of generation capacity, which is highly efficient relative to assets in peer portfolios. While this lack of diversity is a risk since it relies on a single fuel, from an environmental perspective, we see the reliance on natural gas generation assets—and some geothermal generation—as a significant advantage. Transparency and governance issues arose when the company was taken private by Energy Capital Partners. Although the company has remained consistent on its deleveraging targets and is generating cash flow (and deleveraging), transparency of disclosures has declined. In response to lender concerns, Calpine has committed to debtholders that it will schedule quarterly earnings releases and will attend industry conferences to provide greater transparency to its financials. We expect that, going forward, the company will provide greater transparency on its consolidated cash flow build-up.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clearway Energy Holding (BB/Stable/--)</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>Aneesh Prabhu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVEN has a relatively low carbon footprint relative to other power industry peers, as about 3.3 GW of its overall 5.4-GW fleet is engaged in solar or wind generation. The company's growth plans—currently slowed by its exposure to PG&amp;E—also focus more on renewable energy, although long-term contracted gas-fired generation is also a preferred investment. We consider CVEN's governance as favorable from a bondholder's perspective. Despite focusing on maximizing current yield, CVEN's board acted quickly to revise its dividend payments—which are now equivalent to an 80% pay-out of the company's cash flow available for debt service (excluding PG&amp;E)—following PG&amp;E's bankruptcy filing. We see this as credit protective because it provides the company with a capital cushion for balance sheet management if its projected cash flows are compromised or restricted for a prolonged timeframe. We believe it's important for companies like CVEN with diverse portfolios (including renewable and conventional generation) to provide enhanced disclosures. This is because many investors have advised us that they are unwilling to invest in green offerings from a YieldCo because they also have conventional businesses, and that funds raised through green offerings get comingled in the company's general revenues.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covanta (BB-/Stable/--)</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>Kimberly Yarborough</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offerings get comingled in the company's general revenues. Unwilling to invest in green offerings from a YieldCo because they also have conventional businesses, and that funds raised through green offerings get comingled in the company's general revenues.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Covanta uses exclusively energy-from-waste (EfW) and renewable assets (concentrated in the Northeast U.S.), which not only reduce GHG emissions, but EfW is a technologically advanced method for waste disposal (by avoiding methane from landfills). Since 2007 Covanta has reduced emissions by more than 50%, which we believe is a competitive advantage. Additionally, we view governance as a relative strength given modest growth targets, prudent risk management, and a strong development pipeline that provides visibility into future growth prospects. As an EfW company, we view Covanta’s current safety management system to be in line with industry standards. Community partnership and outreach programs have helped Covanta operate seamlessly where its facilities are located. In the near term, we don’t believe social risks from communities or the workforce will hamper its credit quality.

Edison International (BBB/Watch Neg/A-2) U.S. Gabe Grosberg

Because climate change has intensified the severity and frequency of wildfires in California, environmental factors have become an integral part of our credit analysis on the state's electric utilities. Inverse condemnation exacerbates the operational and financial risks that climate change introduces for the company. Furthermore, the company’s service territory has already faced catastrophic wildfires in both 2017 and 2018, demonstrating its susceptibility and exposure to wildfires and climate change. As such, we believe the company is more exposed to environmental risk compared to the vast majority of peers. In our view, the company’s social risks are also high reflecting its communities' susceptibility to wildfires and the potential for higher customer bills in the near-term due to the need to invest in wildfire mitigation hardening, technology, and the uncertainty of how costs will be socialized.

EGR IV LLC (B/Watch Neg/--) U.S. Safina Ali

renewable assets--of which about 45% are solar, 45% are wind, and 10% are biomass--over the debt term. With a portfolio of all renewables, EGR IV is relatively better positioned in terms of carbon emissions than peer companies that primarily hold coal and natural gas assets. In our base-case forecast, we consider the variability in EGR IV’s cash flows due to the intermittent nature of renewable assets. We also consider the operating cost structure to be less complex and more predictable than coal/gas generators because it’s simpler to operate solar and wind assets. From a governance standpoint, we believe EGR IV’s sponsor, Exelon Corp.’s, governance practices are consistent with other publicly traded utilities.

Exelon Corp. (BBB+/Stable/A-2) U.S. Gabe Grosberg

Exelon’s large nuclear generation portfolio (over 80% of its generation output) exposes the company to significant environmental risks compared to peers because nuclear operations present significantly higher operating risks and unique risks related to nuclear waste management. However, the company has significantly lower emissions than peers with a material generation portfolio since it depends on zero-emissions nuclear generation, as well as a portfolio of wind, solar, and hydro assets. Exelon is the largest generator of zero-emission electricity in the U.S., producing almost two times more zero-carbon megawatt hours (MWh) than the second-largest producer. Furthermore, about 65% of the company comprises transmission and distribution operations with minimal exposure to environmental risk. From a social perspective, the company is investing over $5 billion annually to modernize its utility electric and natural gas transmission and distribution infrastructure, which has contributed to increased reliability and customer satisfaction across its utility service territory. At the same time, the company’s ability to continue to invest in infrastructure improvements while managing sustainable increases in customer bills is key to maintaining credit quality. We believe governance factors support Exelon’s investment-grade credit quality and are in line with peers.

Innergex Renewable Energy (BBB-/Negative/--) Canada Luqman Ali

Innergex’s power generation assets are mostly renewable, with net installed capacity of approximately 2.1 GW as of December 2018. About 38% is hydro, 55% wind, 2% solar, and 5% geothermal. With the focus on renewable energy, governments have introduced various measures like portfolio standards and other incentives to increase renewable capacity in the electricity generation supply mix. Innergex is committed to producing energy exclusively from renewable sources in all countries where it operates and has only added renewable capacity since 2014. From a governance standpoint, we believe Innergex’s management has a good operating history, with policies to oversee management and business affairs. The company has not been subject to any material investigations on bribery or corruption in the past. In addition, we do not see any social factors having a material impact on credit.

NextEra Energy Inc. (A-/Stable/--) U.S. Gabe Grosberg

NextEra’s owns over 45 GW of generation capacity through its regulated utility operations and competitive businesses. While the vast majority of the company’s generation is from natural gas (about 45%) and renewables (about 40%), about 15% of the company’s generation mix is from nuclear, which although carbon-free, exposes the company to potentially higher operating risks and longer-term nuclear waste storage risks. The company also operates its utilities in a region of the U.S. prone to frequent hurricanes, which could increase the company’s risk exposure because climate change is intensifying the severity and frequency of these natural disasters globally. However, the company minimizes these risks through storm hardening and effectively managing regulatory risk by allowing for the timely recovery of storm costs. NextEra’s ability to deliver safe and reliable services to customers while maintaining customer bills at 30% less than the national average is a positive social factor. Furthermore, the company’s recent acquisition of Gulf Power and its intent to proactively lower customer bills while reducing its carbon footprint further demonstrates its commitment to local communities. Overall, we believe that NextEra's management of social risks is consistently better than peers. We view governance factors as supporting NextEra’s investment-grade credit quality and in line with peers.

NextEra Energy Partners (BB/Stable/--) U.S. Aneesh Prabhu

www.spglobal.com/ratingsdirect
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We see NEP’s blend of wind (59%), solar (22%), and gas pipelines (19%) by aggregate distribution as a healthy mix from an environmental perspective, offering the company diversity across fuel type, geography, and scale. The geographical diversity across 16 states is also better than peers. NEP’s wind and solar power plants give it a competitive edge environmentally since it means reduced emissions; however, its gas pipelines could experience spills or leaks that affect biodiversity. Significant ownership by parent NextEra Energy Inc. (NEI) raises governance issues and NEP has taken elaborate steps to distance itself from NEI. Management believes that because NEP’s size and scale have grown significantly, it’s now independent of NEI. NEP GP ceded control of NEP through certain governance changes in 2017, which including a cutback to 5% of NEP GP’s voting power. The board can oversee and direct NEP’s operations, policies, strategies, and management without oversight from NEP GP. Moreover, the board comprises seven directors: three NEP GP-appointed directors and four independently elected directors. While we see the distancing of NEP from NEI as favorable from a governance perspective, there are still many business interrelationships between them, including a management services agreement, an operations and maintenance agreement, and an administrative services agreement. There are also no NEP employees, for instance, unlike peers like Atlantica Yield, which have clearly delineated the operations of the YieldCo from Abengoa. While such services can be provided by third parties, we still see believe NEP depends on NextEra Energy Resources and NEI.

Pattern Energy Group (BB-/Stable/--) U.S. Kimberly Yarborough

Given that PEGI is a power generator, environmental and governance factors dominate our ESG assessment of the company, with social having a secondary credit impact. While carbon is currently not priced throughout the U.S. at this point and despite the unwinding of the Clean Power Plan, long-term environmental risks for generating assets remain significant longer term. PEGI invests in exclusively renewable assets (with much of the portfolio in the U.S.), which is a competitive advantage. Current power purchase agreements (PPAs) largely support state-level renewable mandates, which will likely heighten over time. While not likely during the next few years, a longer-term price on carbon benefits a portfolio like this one at the expense of fossil-fuel-fired generation. Additionally, PEGI’s governance is a relative strength given modest growth targets, prudent risk management, and a strong development pipeline that provides visibility into future growth prospects. As a renewable generator and not a load-serving entity, we do not see social risks from communities or workforce as material for PEGI. In our view, PEGI benefits from a lower cost structure than fossil-fuel-tilted peers given its leaner workforce for renewable assets relative to conventional power plants.

Sempra Energy (BBB+/Negative/A-2) U.S. Gabe Grosberg

Because climate change has intensified the severity and frequency of wildfires in California, environmental factors have become an integral part of our credit analysis on Sempra. Sempra’s largest subsidiary, San Diego Gas & Electric Co. (SDG&E), reduced this risk by developing and implementing sophisticated analytics and an advanced wildfire warning system that includes weather stations and fire cameras. The technology can identify the wildfire’s GPS coordinates, which can then be communicated to the appropriate state agencies to extinguish the fire at its earliest stage. In our view, wildfire mitigation and prevention investments over the past decade have reduced the risk of catastrophic wildfires in the communities it serves, thereby reducing social risks compared to peers. Governance issues are neutral in our ESG analysis.

TerraForm Power (BB-/Stable/--) U.S. Luqman Ali

While carbon is not priced throughout the U.S. at this point, despite the unwinding of the Clean Power Plan, long-term environmental risks for generating assets remain significant longer term. TERP’s investment in exclusively renewable assets (with much of the portfolio in the U.S.) is a competitive advantage. Current PPAs largely support state-level renewable mandates, which will likely heighten over time. While not likely during the next few years, a longer-term price on carbon benefits a portfolio like this one at the expense of fossil-fuel-fired generation. Additionally, TERP’s governance is now a relative strength. Under previous ownership, the issuer created targets for growth that led to debt-funded acquisitions, weakening credit quality and limiting the financial flexibility this business model requires. The issuer was also, for a time, unable to file financial statements on time; governance, thus, became a very material credit risk. However, growth targets are much more modest now under Brookfield’s ownership, and TERP has provided greater transparency to the market, such that unexpected negative financial performance for reasons other than resource adequacy is less likely. Because TERP is a generator and not a load-serving entity, its social risks are somewhat more remote.

Coal

AES Corp. (BB+/Stable) U.S. Aneesh Prabhu

Environmental risks are most relevant to our assessment of AES’ credit quality. With 29% of its capacity generated via renewables, we view AES’ carbon footprint as a relative disadvantage compared to the industry, which is increasingly moving toward carbon-free generation. However, AES has specifically directed capital toward reducing its carbon intensity, exiting via sale or shutdown 4.6 GW of coal generation and committing to build no new coal projects. AES has been mitigating its coal exposure, which is down to 32% for 2018 from 41% in 2015. The company aims to reduce its carbon intensity by 50% by 2022 and 70% by 2030. While we see a significant shift in AES’ ESG strategy, including its focus on growing renewables and the acquisition of sPower, a renewables platform, the company continues to have a significant portion of coal generation in its portfolio. The company has commissioned over 5.5 gigawatts of coal-fired generation globally (e.g., India, Philippines, Vietnam, Chile, and Bulgaria) over the past 15 years, the last of which was commissioned as recently as 2018. While social factors do not play a major role in our rating on AES, we monitor its employment conditions since it operates in many developing countries. The company’s disclosures, which we view as below average because of a complicated organizational structure, have steadily improved as it exits many regions of operations but also because the company is making significant efforts to reduce its carbon intensity, consistent with customer and investor demand.
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American Electric Power Co. (A-/Stable/ A-2) U.S. Gerrit Jepsen

With a total generation fleet capacity of over 32,000 MW, of which 75% is based on fossil fuels (about 47% coal; 28% natural gas), AEP's environmental footprint is a material risk factor and significantly less than peers. The company's reliance on coal-fired generation exposes it to the ongoing cost of operating older units in the face of disruptive technological advances and the potential for more environmental regulations requiring significant capital investments. In addition, AEP also has exposure to nuclear generation (7% of the generation fleet), which introduces higher operational risks and plant retirement responsibilities. From a social perspective, AEP's internal safety and health management systems enable it to effectively serve customers in 11 states—one of the largest service territory footprints in North America. Cost-reduction efforts helped stabilize operations and maintenance costs in an inflationary economic environment, facilitating competitive rates. This is important because all transmission and distribution companies are spending on upgrading, modernizing, and hardening assets for weather and technological reasons. Its governance practices are consistent with other publicly traded utilities.

ATCO (A-/Stable) Canada Andrew Ng

ATCO has approximately 2,290 MW of generation capacity, of which about half is coal-fired. ATCO's management is trying to reduce its environmental footprint, including transitioning its coal-fired power plants to natural gas by 2020 to implement the Alberta provincial policy goals, which phase out coal-fired generation by 2030. It also announced in September 2018 that it’s exploring strategic alternatives for its Canadian electricity generation operations. From a social perspective, the company’s long track record of providing safe and reliable gas and electric utility services should help maintain social cohesion. Governance factors are neutral to our ESG assessment. ATCO has an independent board of directors that we believe is capably engaged in risk oversight on stakeholders’ behalves.

Berkshire Hathaway Energy (A/Stable/A-1) U.S. Gerrit Jepsen

Of Berkshire Hathaway Energy's roughly 32,000 MW of generation capacity, about 35% is from renewables, about 30% is from natural gas, about 30% is from coal, and about 5% is from nuclear. Over the past decade, the company has also aggressively expanded its wind generation assets, reducing its carbon footprint. We expect the company will continue its strategy of increasing generation from renewables and reducing carbon emissions. While nuclear energy is a small portion of the generation mix and emits no CO2, it exposes the company to higher operational risks, nuclear waste risks, and plant retirement responsibilities. Social factors are neutral to our ESG assessment and are consistent with other peers. By pursuing greater renewable generation, the company is meeting customer demand for greener energy. Moreover, through some of its subsidiaries, the company offers residential energy efficiency programs to reduce everyday use and help ratepayers save on energy costs. Governance factors are also neutral to our ESG assessment and its and Berkshire Hathaway Energy's governance practices are consistent with other utilities.

Dominion Energy (BBB+/Stable/ A-2) U.S. Matt O'Neill

Although Dominion Energy has been gradually reducing its exposure to coal generation, just under 20% of its net generation capacity is sourced from coal, exposing it to higher emissions and risks related to coal ash remediation. Furthermore, the company's nuclear generation (just above 20% net generation capacity) exposes it to higher operating and nuclear waste management risks. But the company has been trying to reduce its environmental footprint—it has reduced its emissions rate by more than 50% from 2000 levels and has committed to installing 3,000 MW of solar and wind generation by 2022. The company recently announced its updated emissions targets of 55% carbon emissions levels versus 2005 levels by 2030. The company has already begun closing coal plants to meet these targets. From a social perspective, the company faces risks like gas leaks that could cause significant financial liabilities and disrupt the communities it serves, given that about 30% of its operations consist of natural gas transmission and distribution. However, this risk is partially mitigated by the company’s ongoing investments to enhance the safety and reliability of its natural gas infrastructure by fully replacing or upgrading it over the next 15 years, which is sooner than many peers. Dominion is one of only three utility companies with an environmental justice policy, which ensures that all stakeholders, including local communities, have a voice in decisions on infrastructure investments. We view governance factors as supporting the company’s investment-grade credit quality and in line with peers. The board also recently created a Sustainability and Corporate Responsibility committee to oversee the environmental justice policy.

DTE Energy (BBB+/Stable/A-2) U.S. Matt O'Neill

DTE has substantial exposure to environmental risks compared to peers given its heavy dependence on coal-fired generation and exposure to nuclear generation. Coal-fired generation contributes about 60% of DTE’s net generation portfolio, significantly increasing its carbon footprint compared to peers. However, the company is trying to reduce its carbon footprint by retiring 11 of its 17 coal-fired units by 2023 and replacing that capacity with clean energy sources. Only about 10% of the company’s current generation mix is sourced from hydro, wind, and solar. Furthermore, the company’s nuclear generation (about 10% of net generation capacity) comes with higher operating and nuclear waste risks. From a social perspective, the company’s ability to transition its coal-based generation to clean energy sources while maintaining sustainable rate increases to customers is key to maintaining credit quality. We view governance factors as in line with peers.

Duke Energy (BBB+/Stable/A-2) U.S. Obioma Ugboaja

Approximately 75% of Duke’s total electric generation fleet capacity of almost 51 gigawatts (GW) are fossil fuel-based (30% coal; 45% natural gas), which exposes it to the ongoing cost of operating older units in the face of disruptive technological advances and the potential for changing environmental regulations that may require significant capital investments. Furthermore, the company has faced significant environmental, social, and financial repercussions from closing its coal ash ponds in North Carolina, but is mitigating this risk though the state’s regulatory framework, which allows coal ash remediation costs to be recovered. However, any more future regulatory disallowances...
related to the company’s environmental remediation still poses some risk. In addition, the company’s carbon-free nuclear generation portfolio increases its operating risk and exposes it to longer-term nuclear waste storage risks. On the gas side, older assets are susceptible to natural gas leakages, emitting methane. Overall, we assess Duke’s environmental risk as higher than most peers given its multifaceted environmental exposure, but its social and governance risk factors are in line with peers.

**Emera (BBB+/Negative)**

With about 8,300 MW of generation capacity, of which 33% is coal-based and 53% is sourced from natural gas, Emera’s environmental risks are relevant and higher than peers. The company’s reliance on coal-fired generation exposes it to the ongoing cost of operating older units in the face of disruptive technological advances and the potential for more environmental regulations requiring significant capital investments. However, the company has been heavily investing in solar generation and has added 600 MW of wind capacity in Nova Scotia, and has plans to further reduce its coal-based generation, shifting to cleaner, natural gas. We assess Emera’s social risks as somewhat above peers, incorporating its history of safety-related incidents in Florida. Emera’s governance practices are consistent with other publicly traded utilities.

**NiSource Inc. (BBB+/Negative/A-2)**

NiSource has faced environmental and social impacts following the recent gas explosions in Northern Massachusetts. There was one fatality and multiple injuries, as well as damage to dozens of structures. Thousands of customers were evacuated. The cause was over-pressurized gas mains, which raises questions about the company's safety and the reliability of its distribution network. Since this incident the company has modernized its aging pipeline infrastructure in Northern Massachusetts and has been improving its safety and relationships with the community. Given the event’s magnitude, timely recovery of costs remains uncertain. Apart from these explosions, natural gas pipelines are exposed to other environmental risks like methane leakages and contaminated drinking water supplies due to spills. The company’s generation is also mostly coal-fired, exposing it to various environmental regulations and emissions standards; however, NiSource plans to replace most of its coal generation fleet by 2023 with renewables. We view the company governance practices as consistent with peers.

**NRG Energy (BB/Stable)**

NRG is among the larger power generators in the U.S., with less than 25% of revenues derived from coal-fired assets. The company’s past acquisitions did not preclude ownership in coal-fired generation (GenOn and Edison Mission) but it subsequently took steps to mitigate its coal-fired exposure, including converting many of its units from coal to gas. The company also piloted the world’s largest carbon sequestration facility (Petra Nova) at its Parish facility. Still, despite the power industry’s shift toward renewables, NRG has largely exited this space, initially in residential solar (where it was arguably struggling), but also by selling the former NRG Yield Inc. We considered the sale of NRG Yield as a strategic shift because NRG started the YieldCo wave. We think there can be agency issues if activist shareholders, who may have a shorter-term investment horizon, exert influence on the company’s longer-term strategy. We viewed the active role played by Elliot and Bluescape—-which have since exited their investment in NRG-- as negative for long-term strategy, as well as social factors, even as they brought activist scrutiny to governance. We saw elevated social risks while these investors were active because of their focus on cost cutting even though NRG’s cost structure appeared higher than industry peers.

**Public Service Enterprise Group (BBB+/Stable/A-2)**

PSEG Power has a low intensity rate since more than half of its power comes from nuclear generation. In 2017, PSEG retired its New Jersey coal-fired units, and it expects to retire its Connecticut coal assets in 2021. PSEG recently constructed two new natural gas-fired combined-cycle power plants and is expecting to complete a third unit in 2019. The combination of coal plant retirements, newly constructed efficient gas plants, and a continued expansion into renewable energy will help the company make progress toward its recently updated goal of eliminating 13 million metric tons of CO2-equivalent by 2030 from 2005 levels. However, PSEG doesn't have a renewable portfolio like some of its peers and relies on nuclear power for about 45% of its 53 terawatt-hours (TWh)-56 TWh of generation. PSEG Power’s nuclear assets in New Jersey are large, carbon-free energy sources and important contributors to its low carbon intensity rate. However, the company has publicly stated that these units would be decommissioned if state legislators and regulators don’t provide financial support for them soon. PSEG Power is not a load-serving entity, therefore we see limited social risks from local communities or its workforce. However, closing the nuclear units would affect local communities significantly. Governance factors are consistent with what we see across the industry.

**Southern Co. (A-/Negative/A-2)**

Approximately 75% of Southern’s total electric generation fleet capacity of almost 45 GW is fossil fuel-based (35% coal; 40% natural gas), which exposes it to the ongoing cost of operating older units in the face of disruptive technological advances and the potential for changing environmental regulations requiring significant capital investments. In addition, the company’s carbon-free nuclear generation portfolio (about 5%) and its Vogtle nuclear plant increases its operating risk and exposes it to longer-term nuclear waste storage risks. While the company has a long-term stated goal to significantly reduce its carbon emissions, the 2050 timeframe is beyond our base-case assessment.

**Talen Energy (B+/Negative)**

Talen’s relatively lower carbon-free capacity (15% of a 15-GW fleet that also exposes Talen to asset concentration risk in one nuclear unit) is a relative disadvantage to peers. Talen has limited defenses against disruption because it has limited retail power and renewable businesses. Portfolio concentration in the PJM region makes it vulnerable to regulatory uncertainty in PJM’s capacity and energy markets (even as developments in the regional transmission organization look encouraging). As a result, Talen has focused on lowering its cost structure. While
the company has achieved greater success controlling and reducing costs than we expected, some of this has been from a reduction in labor, which could elevate social risks from the impact retrenchment causes in local communities. Disclosures have been average compared to publically rated peers since the company was taken private.

**Vistra Energy** (BB/Stable)  
**U.S.** Aneesh Prabhu

With one of the larger coal-fired fleets in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Vistra’s carbon footprint was significant, especially because the Sandow unit was supported by Vistra’s Three Oaks coal mine. In late 2017, Vistra announced the closure of nearly 4.2 GW of its coal-fired capacity as well as the mine, which we view favorably. This is somewhat offset by the social and cost effects of future asset retirement obligations (AROs), reflected in the debt adjustment in our financial analysis. We still see some of Vistra’s coal-fired units as at risk. Their potential shuttering would improve environmental factors but could somewhat elevate social risks.

**Xcel Energy** (A-/Stable-A-2)  
**U.S.** Gerrit Jepsen

Xcel’s fuel mix consists of approximately 23% renewables, 13% nuclear, 23% natural gas, and 37% coal. The company’s reliance on coal-fired generation exposes it to the ongoing cost of operating older units in the face of disruptive technological advances and the potential for more environmental regulations requiring significant capital investments. However, the company is trying to reduce its carbon footprint; its near-term plans are to retire 1,400 MW of coal-fueled generation in the upper Midwest that will subsequently be replaced with a $3 billion investment in a combined cycle natural gas plant and 1,850 MW of wind generation. Also in Colorado, the company plans to retire additional coal-based generation and invest in wind, solar, and existing natural gas resources, as well as add 275 MW of large-scale battery storage. By pursuing greater renewable generation, the company is meeting customer demand for greener energy. Additionally, Xcel operates two nuclear plants, expected to remain open through 2034, that generate around 1,700 MW of power. Although carbon-free, the company’s nuclear generation portfolio increases operating risk and exposes it to longer-term nuclear waste storage risks.

**Europe, Middle East, And Africa**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company/Rating/Comments</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Analyst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atomic Energy Power Corp., (BBB-/Stable/A-3)</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Sergei Gorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a global nuclear player with about 36% global market share in uranium enrichment and about 17% in nuclear fuel fabrication, AEPC is exposed to nuclear power’s environmental challenges, which constrains our assessment of the business. We also believe Western Europe’s gradual phase-out of nuclear energy could hurt long-term demand for AEPC’s nuclear fuel exports. From a social standpoint, Russia is generally supportive of nuclear energy, as illustrated by favorable capacity market arrangements and priority market access, which strengthens AEPC’s profitability and competitive position. Under Russian law, AEPC is only responsible for nuclear liabilities incurred after 2012, leading to relatively fewer liabilities than peers (RUB145.3 billion, or US$2.1 billion at year-end 2018). Positively, most of AEPC’s international projects are in nuclear-supportive countries like Turkey, India, and China, and AEPC is a big global player in the potentially expanding nuclear waste storage and decommissioning business. Governance-wise, our expectation of extraordinary state support partly stems from AEPC’s strategic and social importance to Russia. Although the Russian government controls AEPC via 100% state holding Rosatom, our rating on AEPC factors in potential extraordinary state support but not group influence because we believe the government is the ultimate decision-maker and would mitigate any potential extraordinary negative interference from the group.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEZ a.s. (A-/Stable/--)</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>Pierre Georges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over the past decade CEZ has committed to generate carbon-neutral electricity before 2050 and has implemented several measures to reduce its CO2 emissions intensity (0.39 tons of CO2/MWh in 2018 compared to 0.57 tons of CO2/MWh in 2010) by upgrading its lignite fleet and planning to close some of its least efficient lignite and hard coal plants. We believe CEZ remains significantly exposed to challenges from carbon price developments and EU decarbonization objectives in light of its carbon-intensive fleet (electricity generation from coal was approximately 43% of total output, or 27.0 TWh, in 2018). Additional risks lie in its sizeable nuclear fleet (47% of output in 2018). The group recently mismanaged the surveillance of its reactors, causing significant outages and additional costs. Its end-of-cycle liabilities (of both decommissioning and nuclear waste storage) are also significant and captured in our ARO debt adjustment (approximately CZK64 billion in 2018). From a social perspective, the Czech Republic’s main political parties support both nuclear and coal, acknowledging nuclear generation’s central role in preserving national energy independence. There’s limited renewable ambitions, stemming from the country’s limited natural and potential wind for wind and solar generation. CEZ’s nuclear activities also pose several governance risks, as we believe uncertainty surrounding the government’s decision on future nuclear reactor construction will continue to limit the long-term visibility of the group’s overall structure and strategic directions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EDF** (A-/Stable/A-2)  
**France** Claire Mauduit-le Clercq
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Having one of the largest nuclear generation fleets (60 GW capacity and 80% of output), EDF’s carbon footprint is markedly advantageous. The ambitious strategic goals of renewables capacity embedded in the Cap 2030 and Solar Plan (30 GW capacity by 2035) support EDF’s focus on diversifying its energy mix and concentrating on low-carbon sources. This is offset, however, by concerns about environmental and social risks relating to the future long-term storage of nuclear waste. We capture EDF’s large end-of-cycle liabilities (€40 billion), of both decommissioning and nuclear waste storage, in our ARO debt adjustment, but the amount continues to be subject to a degree of uncertainty. Social factors are important to our assessment of EDF’s standing vis-à-vis the French state. We believe there remains support for the nuclear industry in France, given its economic and social stakes. The French updated energy policy, defined by the PPE proposals over 2019-2028, sets a key objective to reduce the share of nuclear in the power mix to 50% by 2035 (from 75% today). This would require EDF to start decommissioning its plants per the currently approved 50-year life, partly from 2027, progressively until 2035. At the same time, it could require sizeable investments in renewables. This strategy will not alleviate pressure on the group’s free cash flow from sizeable investment plans over an extended period. The major area of governance risks relates to EDF’s board oversight and ability to manage risks and avoid cost overruns at multibillion EPR new-built nuclear projects. Its first-in-kind EPR project in France (Flamanville) suffered an €8 billion cost overrun, while the company embarked on two new EPR projects at a cost of about €20 billion in the U.K. (Hinkley Point C), for which cost revisions of about €1.6 billion have been announced. Positively, we would highlight the supportive financial stance of the French government, as demonstrated in the past years through the form of capital increases or the election of scrip dividends.

EDP – Energías de Portugal, S.A. (BBB-/Stable/A-3)  Portugal  Massimo Schiavo

From an environmental standpoint, EDP is a pioneer and a leading player in renewable energy generation (65% of its 2018 EBITDA, mostly hydro, onshore wind, and solar). It also has an ambitious investment pipeline to further expand in the coming years through its subsidiary EDPR. Only about 10% of its installed capacity is coal, which we expect to be gradually phased out in Iberia in the next 20 years. Although EDP is the incumbent energy player in Portugal, the company has faced many adverse political actions that hamper visibility into the company’s cash flow profile, as was the case in 2018. These include redefining contractual equilibrium maintenance cost mechanism, to the detriment of consumers. In the context of CTG’s pending takeover offer, uncertainty around the group’s governance has increased. At this stage we believe it’s unlikely the deal will be completed.

Enel (BBB+/Stable/A-2)  Italy  Pierre Georges

From an environmental standpoint, Enel is transforming its current business mix to become greener, with currently 54% of installed power generation capacity coming from thermal plants. Enel’s renewables portfolio remains significant, accounting for about 43.4 GW (mostly hydro) of capacity. Enel is also one of the largest investors in renewables among European utility companies, with plans to spend an estimated €3.9 billion annually over the coming three years. The company also aims to reduce its thermal fleet over the same period. We view this transition as a positive step, since it will reduce the group’s exposure to volatile merchant power activities (renewable energy operations are either subsidized or long-term contracted) and to the risk of rising carbon prices, notably in Europe. The group also has large power retail activities, notably in Italy and Spain, where affordability remains a major concern. We recognize that Enel has a low cost to serve, which mitigates pressure on margins. We note Enel’s larger exposure to high country risks than European peers, including domestic Italian operations (44% of 2018 EBITDA) and in Brazil (8%), which we believe entails potentially more volatile macroeconomic, regulatory, and political risks. Mitigating factors include the group’s good expertise in Latin American countries, with a robust track record, and the regulatory framework for each country’s network activities, which we view as supportive. Additionally, compared with peers, Enel has a significant level of minority shareholders throughout the group, despite its strategic focus and ongoing efforts to reduce these minority interests. Less control over cash flow and potential conflicts with these shareholders could eventually limit the group’s ability to effectively roll out its strategy. We estimate that minorities still represent €16.132 billion of as of year-end 2018.

Engie S.A. (A-/Stable/A-1)  France  Claire Mauduit-Lle Clercq

In our view, ENGIE is now in a better position from an environmental perspective, with a relatively low carbon footprint, following its successful transformation. This included the disposals of its oil and gas E&P and LNG businesses, stronger focus on renewables generation, and sale of part of its European and international thermal generation assets—namely coal-fired plants. The group has sold and/or closed nearly 60% of its coal-installed capacity since 2015. We believe the resulting shift toward regulated activities for more than 40% of its operations will provide more visible and resilient cash flows, underpinning the strong business risk profile. We note ENGIE has a strong track record of managing regulatory risks and providing a high level of services for its network operations. However, the company’s nuclear operations in Belgium pose several threats (including social related to the future of long-term nuclear waste storage, the government’s willingness to phase out nuclear power, and severe operational issues. Since 2015, the latter have resulted in unplanned nuclear outages, limiting the overall load factor to just over 50% for 2018. We include ENGIE’s massive €9.8 billion of end-of-cycle liabilities (for decommissioning and nuclear waste storage) in our adjustment to debt for AR0s, most of which relate to the Belgian operations, but remain subject to some uncertainty. We believe the lack of visibility on the Belgian government’s future energy policy will further complicate the group’s overall strategic direction.

Fortum (BBB/Negative/A-2)  Finland  Massimo Schiavo

Fortum is the second-lowest emitting generator in Europe (after Statkraft) thanks to its zero to low-C02 emission fleet (mostly hydro and nuclear sources). However, due to the Uniper acquisition we revised our view of the group’s governance to fair because
Uniper uses fossil fuels, which doesn’t seem in line with Fortum’s plan to be a leading green generator. Nuclear risks and waste management represent additional environmental and financial concerns. This includes large end-cycle-related provisions (€899 million as of year-end 2018) and construction delays on OL3 through its 25% shareholding of Teollisuuden Voima Oyj (TVO). The OL3 plant, representing some 1.6 GW in capacity, was originally due to come on line in 2009, but has had several delays that have contributed to raising TVO’s net debt to €4 billion.

Iberdrola (BBB+/Stable/A-2)

We view the company as one of the first European utilities to move toward energy transitioning, with a strong focus on repositioning its generation mix portfolio towards renewables (60% of its 2018 installed capacity), particularly in wind, for which it has become one of the European leaders (16 GW wind capacity). Its strategy is to further increase renewables capacity to 38.4 GW by 2022 from a total of 29.1 GW in 2018, consistent with its commitment of carbon neutrality by 2050. The rest of the fleet comprises modern CGGT plants (14 GW, mostly long-term PPAs in Mexico and an underutilized fleet in Liberia) and its Spanish nuclear power plants (3 GW), for which a life extension to 2035 has recently been permitted. Iberdrola is not ultimately liable for decommissioning of its nuclear plants, nor waste management and storage. From a social standpoint, Iberdrola has a long track record of adequately managing its power grids, be it in the U.K., the U.S., Spain, and Latin America, where we assess the regulatory advantage as adequate or higher and therefore offering a high degree of cash predictability. Iberdrola has high expertise in ensuring high quality standards in its overall network footprint, maintaining a record-low level of interruptions in Spain. Iberdrola has a larger exposure than European peers to high country risks, including in Latin America (through its 52% stake in Neoenenergia), which we believe entails potentially more volatile macroeconomic, regulatory, and political risks. The group also has large power retail activities, notably in Spain and the U.K., where affordability remains a major concern. Iberdrola has a low cost to serve, which mitigates pressure on margins.

Naturgy (BBB/Stable/A-2)

From an environmental standpoint, Naturgy’s generation portfolio compares unfavorably to other European integrated utilities because of its relatively lower contribution from renewable assets and its relatively high CO2 intensity (more than 80% generated from CGGT plants and coal). Even though the company was awarded 926 MW of renewable capacity to be built before January 2020 in Spain’s 2016-2017 renewables auctions, it still lags behind its European peers. However, we believe its long-term position is linked to the future relevance of gas. Naturgy’s ownership structure and governance have radically changed over the past two years, with investment funds (GS, CVC) now being majority shareholders. We believe this has materially changed the company’s operating model and financial policy to be increasingly skewed towards shareholders. We believe this could translate into more social risks over time. Lower capital expenditures (capex) in the new 2018-2022 strategic plan and cost-cutting could compromise the quality of network services and overall longer-term cash flow generation. Further, we see increasing scrutiny from network regulators over the balance of interests between stakeholders, for which Naturgy could be penalized over time. In Spain, the regulator is proposing to introduce leverage limitations, while in Colombia, Naturgy is currently in a legal dispute with the government, which decided to take over managing the power distribution company Electricaribe at the end of 2017. In the summer of 2018, Naturgy notified Colombian authorities of the beginning of a controversy in light of the international agreement of mutual investments between Spain and Colombia due to the debt accumulated with subsidiary Electricaribe, of which Naturgy owned an 85% share.

Orsted (BBB+/Stable/A-2)

From an environmental standpoint, Orsted stands out among European utilities, given the overwhelming contribution of renewables assets to its generation portfolio. Orsted is by far the global leader in producing offshore wind energy, with a market share of about 30%. The share of renewable in its energy mix increased to 75% in 2018 from 64% in 2017, and the company targets 90% in 2025. Over the past two years, Orsted has also completed the disposal of its oil and gas upstream operations and has turned the page on its thermal portfolio to focus only on carbon-free power generation, supported by a stable remuneration framework. Regarding governance, Orsted has advanced the development of the offshore wind industry globally. In particular, it has quickly integrated the latest technologies without cost overruns or delays in the projects’ delivery. We also regard as positive the Danish government’s long-standing support, which has helped Orsted implement its energy transition strategy over the past decade. That said, there have recently been some misalignments between the company and the state. In 2018, Orsted announced the disposal of its power distribution B2C and City Lights businesses. However, in January 2019, the Danish ministry of finance informed Orsted that there was no longer political support for the ongoing divestments in the current form. The group has publicly stated its intention to continue to seek an exit from the assets and has classified them as available for sale in its 2018 accounts.

RusHydro (BBB-/Stable/A-3)

RusHydro has a social mandate to maintain a secure electricity supply in Russia’s remote Far East district. The cost of this mandate weighs on the group’s profitability and creates significant investment needs to improve the efficiency and environmental characteristics of its main thermal plants there (about 23% of RusHydro’s 2019 capex program). The Russian government has not yet implemented strong environmental constraints, but hydro generators have priority access to the market. RusHydro’s production could be sensitive to water levels on the backdrop of global climate change or to natural catastrophes, such as the Bureya river landslide in late 2018. In 2009, RusHydro’s largest Sayano-Shushenskaya hydropower station experienced a major accident, which killed 75, affected the environment, and resulted in severe equipment damage and loss of production. Since then, RusHydro has restored operations, significantly changed its management team, and materially improved its system of it manages operating
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risks. The financial impact was largely mitigated by insurance and government funding. From a governance standpoint, our rating on RusHydro factors in potential exposure to both politicized decision-making and favorable government support. Overall, we believe that the group’s key role in the Far East creates additional incentives for the government to support it, e.g. via equity injections or subsidies.

**SSE (BBB+/Stable/A-2)**

SSE, one of the largest electricity and gas suppliers in the U.K., has a portfolio of renewable assets (mainly wind and hydro) in the U.K. and it benefits from a favorable subsidy regime over the long term. We expect EBITDA to grow over the next few years as new generation capacity comes online. Although overall generation capacity is expected to decline from 11.1 GW in March 2018 to about 10.22 GW in March 2022, we expect profitability to improve as SSE shifts its energy generation mix towards renewables and away from fossil fuels such as coal, which has a very low contribution to EBITDA. SSE is one of the largest electricity and gas suppliers in the U.K. The energy supply sector is seeing experiencing the consequences of a political mandate for social equality. Following a governmental pledge to keep energy bills down via the Domestic Gas and Electricity (Tariff Cap) Act, last year the regulator Ofgem published its final decision on the official price cap for its first dual fuel cap level effective for standard variable tariffs customers starting January 2019. The introduction of the tariff cap has undermined U.K. power suppliers’, such as SSE’s, business prospects. We eventually lowered the rating on SSE at the end of 2018.

**Teollisuuden Voima Oyj (BBB+/Stable/B)**

TVO’s nuclear fleet bears inherent operating risks, and long-term waste management represents a key environmental concern. The company has a legal obligation to fully fund the liabilities for decommissioning its nuclear power plants and the disposal of spent fuel. They amount to €1.5 billion as of Dec. 31, 2018, according to the Nuclear Energy Act in Finland, and they are covered by TVO’s share in the Finnish State Nuclear Waste Management Fund. Compared to other nuclear operators, we believe TVO has also a stronger competitive advantage in terms of future waste management as it owns a 60% stake into Posiva Oy, which is preparing a final disposal facility for spent nuclear fuel in Olkiluoto. The remaining stake (40%) is owned by Fortum and we believe that, once completed, this will reduce uncertainty around future waste management costs for both companies, making cash flows more predictable. Regarding TVO’s governance, its “Mankala” model is a key element in our rating as it largely insulates the company from competition and market risk. This stems from TVO’s articles of association, which state it will deliver electricity to its shareholders, as well as pass down its annual costs to them, in proportion to their shares. Despite none of TVO’s owners—comprising major Finnish industries, utilities, and municipalities—exercising control over the company, their ability and willingness to provide support the company is high. Public acceptance of nuclear power remains positive in Finland and nuclear energy remains important to the government’s agenda to act on climate change and to rely less on imports.

**Uniper (BBB/Stable/--)**

Environmental factors are material to our credit analysis of Uniper. Uniper is heavily exposed to power generation and is thus more vulnerable to political, regulatory, and reputational risks due to its substantial carbon emissions and the increasingly stringent German and European environmental rules. Uniper’s installed capacity split by fuel type consists of 52% gas, 28% coal, 10% hydro, 4% nuclear, and 6% other generation. In Germany, the main market for Uniper, the so-called coal commission has presented a report proposing an outline of a coal exit no later than 2038 as part of the country’s efforts to curb climate change. However, there will be compensation to coal plant operators. We also believe the group’s governance is a key rating driver for the company given its recent change in ownership following the group’s spin-off from E.ON in 2017 and the acquisition of a 49.9% stake by Fortum in 2018. Fortum’s investment strategy remains unclear, notably when it comes to environmental targets. The relationship between the majority owner and Uniper has been difficult, leading to both Uniper’s CEO and CFO departing. That said, we understand both companies have now started to work on exploring operational partnerships and synergies. Also, activist investors took a major share of Uniper’s shareholding (about 25%) and we believe they may influence its strategy going forward. While we currently rate Uniper as an independent company, a change of control would likely incorporate more influence from Fortum into our ratings.

**Vattenfall (BBB+/Stable/A-2)**

In line with its strategy of becoming climate neutral (i.e. zero net GHG emissions) in the Nordic area by 2030, Vattenfall is massively investing in renewables, with the bulk of it benefiting from a long-term remuneration framework. Being a 100% government-owned company, Vattenfall aligns with the Swedish government’s environmental and climate goals. However, merchant and fossil-fuel generation still accounts for a significant share of its production (31.6 TWh, or 24% of production in 2018) and its carbon footprint is thus substantial (about 22 million tonnes). In addition, the company operates four nuclear power plants in Sweden (7.2 GW) and Germany. While German reactors will close in the next five years, Sweden has been more supportive of nuclear and has recently revised its remuneration framework to allow sufficient returns on investment for the life extension of the reactors. The operator is responsible in Sweden for having reliable solutions to manage dismantling and nuclear waste, while in Germany, the responsibility for intermediate and long-term storage has been transferred from nuclear operators to the government. We believe the company is also exposed to extreme weather conditions, which could affect its operations, of both its generation assets and network operations. In late 2018, a severe snow storm affected its network north of Stockholm, which led to significant outages and as a result exposed the company to penalties and extra costs. Yet the company has a good track record of meeting the regulator’s targets on network service quality, and we believe it manages its regulatory environment well.
### Latin America

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company/Rating/Comments</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Analyst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colbun (BBB/Stable/--)</strong></td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Melisa Casim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental factors are positive relative to peers, reflecting the company's high percentage—around 56%—of hydroelectric electricity. Most of the company's hydroelectric generation uses hydraulic series to reuse water and maximize power generation, allowing 33% of its water flows to be used by more than one plant. In addition, the company maintains its CO2 emissions, solid waste, and water footprint below the national system’s average, representing a tangible contribution to its business sustainability and achieving operational efficiencies that lower costs. Looking forward, we expect Colbun to increase its renewable capacity consistent with the Chilean government’s goal of 20% wind and solar renewable energy by 2025.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Comisión Federal de Electricidad (BBB+/Negative/--)</strong></th>
<th>Mexico</th>
<th>Daniel Castineyra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFE is a state-owned company, so we believe the political agenda to some extent influences the company's strategy. The company experienced important turnover and a change in rhetoric as a direct consequence of the change in the government. Under Andrés Manuel López Obrador's administration, political influence increased further and the company's governance structure is less effective at prioritizing economic decisions. For example, the new administration plans to increase CFE's relevance in the generation segment and is committed to increasing the percentage of generation from renewables. However, by doing so, and especially if the government plans to diminish the participation of the private sector, leverage metrics could potentially increase beyond our expectations and affect the company's credit profile. CFE has committed to reach 35% of installed capacity from renewable energy. Currently around 70% of CFE's installed capacity runs on fossil fuels and around 28% is from renewable energy. The company aims to decommission several of its fossil fuel plants to natural gas given that several pipeline projects will begin operating within the next six to 12 months. The main social factor for the company's rating is labor relations, especially because CFE's union is one of the biggest in the country. The company has a good track record with the union; for example, in 2016, it was able to reduce its pension liabilities after it revised its collective labor contract with the union, which significantly reduced its unfunded labor obligations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Compañía Energetica de Minas Gerais (B/Stable/--)</strong></th>
<th>Brazil</th>
<th>Vinicius Ferreira</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental and Governance factors are central to our credit analysis on CEMIG. Environmental factors for CEMIG relate to the recent dam failure in Brumadinho, which resulted in several deaths and devastated territories in the region, including the Paraopeba river, which services the company’s hydro plant operations. Although the consequences of the tragic Brumadinho accident were relatively marginal for CEMIG’s operations and financial performance, future incidents may have more relevant consequences. The relevance of governance factors comes from the company’s ownership structure, which is ultimately controlled by the state of Minas Gerais. There’s often management turnover whenever a new administration takes office, and changes to management can in turn result in a revised strategic direction. In addition, we believe there is risk that government-related companies tend to promote the government’s interests and priorities above those of other stakeholders. However, we believe these risks are mitigated because debt covenants limit the state’s ability to access the company’s cash flows.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Eletrobras-Centrais Electrias Brasileiras (BB-/Stable/--)</strong></th>
<th>Brazil</th>
<th>Marcelo Schwarz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eletrobras' carbon footprint is very low, as about 90% of its total generation capacity stems from renewable sources, mostly hydro generation (88% of total capacity). Yet hydro generators are sensitive to climate change events, which can affect water levels and ultimately production, as was seen during the drought that affected Brazil from 2013-2015 and hurt the company’s financial metrics. In terms of governance, in our view the fact that Eletrobras is controlled by the Federative Republic of Brazil could undermine the effectiveness of the company’s governance structure, as it could potentially promote the government’s interests and priorities above those of other stakeholders. The government has interfered in the sector in the past and affected the company’s credit metrics, but we don’t expect this level of interference to occur again. The company was also subject to investigations of bribery and corruption, but in our view it took steps to improve its governance, which should help it identify and effectively control critical risks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Asia Pacific

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company/Rating/Comments</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Analyst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>China Huadian Corp. (A-/Stable/--)</strong></td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Yuehao Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huadian is one of the largest state-owned power generation groups in China, with a generation portfolio consisting of 60% coal power and 40% clean-power (11% gas power, 18% hydro, 9% wind power, 2% solar power). High exposure to coal power subjects the company to regulatory...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
risks as China tries to decarbonize its economy. Upgrading facilities to meet emissions standards requires additional spending, and closing small and inefficient plants results in asset impairment. Relatively low dispatch priority and the ineffective pass through of coal costs also cause cash flow volatility. In response to this, Huadian’s strategic goals for 2020 involve quantitative targets of reducing emissions and fossil fuel consumption. Accordingly, the company’s new capacities are all clean energy, including large-scale gas power. More than 85% of its coal power fleet has completed ultra-low emissions upgrades, and unit coal consumption has kept reducing. For social factors, the group has incurred some isolated safety incidents. While this doesn’t disrupt its cash flows materially, it could compromise its operational track record and management efficacy of its significant assets and subsidiaries.

China Resources Power Holdings Co. Ltd. (BBB/Stable/--)  China  Yuehao Wu

China Resources Power (CRP)’s installed capacity consisted of coal power (80%), wind power (18%), and some solar and gas-based power in 2018. High exposure to coal power subjects the company to regulatory risks as China tries to decarbonize its economy. However, coal power exposure has been declining in recent years (in 2015, 86% of capacity was coal) due to its increasing wind power capacity. The company aims to add wind capacity of about 4.0 GW in total during 2019-2020. CRP tries to ensure its coal power business follows regulations. The coal fleet’s emissions and efficiency standards have kept improving and some units have been upgraded to cogeneration to maximize energy efficiency. In 2018, the company made a significant move in reducing its carbon footprint by divesting almost all of its coal mining operations—a total production capacity of 15 million tonnes per year. Social and governance factors are neutral to CRP’s rating. The company maintains satisfactory safety record and engages itself actively with the local community. As a listed company in Hong Kong, the company has good governance practices and disclosures.

CLP Holdings Ltd. (A+/Stable/A-1)  Hong Kong  Apple Li

As a vertically integrated electric utility, CLP generates, transmits, and distributes electricity to over 80% of Hong Kong’s population. Its generation comprises 38% coal power, 28% gas power, and 35% nuclear power, which is imported from China. It’s critical for CLP to maintain a safe and reliable power supply in its service area, which is key to managing regulatory risks and public opinion. To support Hong Kong’s initiative of having 75% of power sourced from clean energy by 2030, CLP will gradually retire its coal-fired units with gas-fired power plants and will promote the usage of renewable energy such as landfill gas power generation, distributed solar PV, and green certificates. The government approved capital expenditures for new gas-fired generation units and landfill gas power generation project in the five-year development plan, which earn 8.0% permitted returns. In addition, costs of purchasing renewables with higher feed-in tariffs can be passed through. Outside Hong Kong, CLP also invests in power generation assets primarily in Australia, India, and mainland China. Traditional power is currently the dominant fuel type in its asset portfolio, but CLP is trying to add more renewable energy according to its Climate Vision 2050, and comply with each market’s local environmental and carbon emissions policy. The company generally maintains a satisfactory operational track record and keeps improving its service quality. We assess CLP’s management and governance as strong, reflecting management’s strong strategic planning, risk management, and expertise, experience, and operational effectiveness. In addition, as a listed company in Hong Kong, the company maintains sound corporate governance practices and disclosures.

China General Nuclear Power Corp. (A-/-Stable/--/)  China  Yuehao Wu

Environmental factors and safety are highly relevant to China General Nuclear Power (CGNPC’s) credit risk. As CGNPC is a leading nuclear power developer, with 24 GW nuclear power in operation and 7.4 GW under construction, significantly contributing to China’s goal of lowering its carbon footprint and reducing pollution. It also owns more than 27 GW non-nuclear capacities including gas, wind, and solar power across different markets. CGNPC has ongoing exposure to radioactive waste management. Under China’s policy, the company must contribute to a fuel treatment and disposal fund starting from the sixth year of the nuclear power plant’s operation. It also manages low and medium-level radioactive waste including emissions or the release of gas, liquid, and solid radioactive waste arising from nuclear power generation. Decommissioning is less of an issue to CGNPC because the fleet is quite young (eight years on average), and is expected to commence from 2034–2057 based on the plants’ expected useful lives. ARDs, while still small, are included in our debt analysis. The company accounts for 10% of the total investment as decommissioning costs. Safety is key to maintaining the nuclear power business franchise. CGNPC upkeeps the plant well, and its safety record is satisfactory and generally above industry. Third-generation nuclear technology with higher safety standards is applied to all its new builds.

China Jinjiang Environment Holding Co. Ltd. (BB-/Negative/--/)  China  Rocky Huang

As a waste-to-energy (WTE) operator, the technology in most of China Jinjiang Environment (CJE)’s WTE plants are circulated-fluidized-beds that require feed-stock (coal) for incinerating solid waste. While the incineration process could help reduce the volume of waste intake, it produces emissions in both solid and gas form. The company is under the pressure of China’s increasing environmental and emissions standards. CJE has applied various measures, including undergoing capacity and technological upgrades at its eight WTE facilities. This will help improve operating efficiency and reduce feedstock demands. CJE’s coal blending ratio has gradually lowered to around 1.5% at the end of 2018. Social factors, namely the “not-in-my-backyard” conflict, are important for CJE’s operations. Planning new incineration plants is sensitive to local community acceptance because large waste treatment plants can face severe opposition due to the concern of perceived health or environmental problems caused by the facility. Governance is fair given the company is a listed entity on Singapore Stock Exchange. It has reasonable public disclosure and its governance practices are largely in line with peers.

China Longyuan Power Group Corp. Ltd. (A-/Watch Dev/--/)  China  Yuehao Wu

Environmental factors are highly relevant for renewables developers and operators like Longyuan, which is the world’s largest wind power operator with a total capacity of 21 GW by year-end 2018, the company has a low carbon footprint and continues to develop wind capacities mainly in China. However, Longyuan has two coal power plants with a combined capacity of 1.875 GW, though they meet local environmental
and emission standards. In developing its wind power, the company tries to preserve biodiversity and minimize the impact on local residents and bird habitats. In our view, Longyuan's large renewable portfolio gives the company a stronger competitive position than its coal power peers. Moreover, China's ongoing efforts to improve renewables consumption, such as the rollout of renewable portfolio systems, will benefit Longyuan by providing resilient demand even when the economy is slowing. Both social factors and governance are neutral to our rating on Longyuan. The company maintains adequate corporate governance practices as a Hong Kong-listed bluechip name.

**China Three Gorges Corp. (A/Stable/--)**

China

As the world's largest hydropower operator, CTG contributes enormously to China's energy transformation and flood control of the nation's most important river. This also drives our assessment of an extremely high likelihood of government support to CTG if needed. In addition to hydropower, CTG is also committed to developing other renewable energy such as wind and solar power. CTG was running 58.6 GW of hydropower plants domestically, supplying 19% of the nation's hydro power in the first half of 2018. Another 26.2 GW of two mega-hydropower projects are under construction. CTG monitors and discloses environmental risk factors throughout the project life and the whole waterway stretch. To mitigate its environmental and social exposure, CTG takes various measures such as flood control, biodiversity conservation, and prevention and controlling dam-led climate change and pollution, etc. In the mega-hydropower project development, resettling migrants displaced by the reservoir is always a key social challenge. CTG managed this risk with the assistance of local governments. However, resettlement costs are a major part of its development expenditures and have been on the rise over the years.

**GCL New Energy Holdings Ltd. (B+/Negative/--)**

China

GCL New Energy (GNE) is one of the largest solar power developers in China, with about 7.0 GW of installed capacities at the end of 2018. While solar power has a zero to low-carbon footprint, it also uses exponentially higher land mass to produce electricity than conventional energy. To save land and support local economies, the company has "solar plus agriculture" projects that aim to complement solar power production with farming, fishing, poultry and animal husbandry, and forestry. It has over 70 solar agricultural complemented solar power plants with a capacity of approximately 2.1 GW, including 850 MW of solar poverty alleviation projects. GNE aims to dispose a portion of its solar farms to deleverage and ease liquidity stress due to sizable tariff subsidy receivables from the government. GNE's governance is fair, reflecting its reasonable governance practices and disclosure given it is a listed company on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.

**Genesis Energy Ltd. (BBB+/Stable)**

New Zealand

Parvathy Iyer

Genesis Energy is an integrated generator/retailer with 10% of its generation from coal and 40% from gas, exposes it to carbon liabilities. The balance of Genesis' generation comes from hydro sources. However, Genesis' thermal units became quite valuable under dry hydrological conditions because New Zealand derives 60% of its generation from hydro, which can result in spikes in wholesale power prices under weak hydrological conditions. So, we believe the thermal fleet will remain important for the nation. The company manages its exposure to emissions through several long-term agreements to purchase carbon credits through third-party forestry investments. Genesis has hedged 100% of its potential exposure to carbon credits until 2022 and about 75% for 2023 and 2024. Genesis' currently hedged prices are somewhat lower than current carbon prices. The prices of carbon units have increased steadily over the past several years and we expect them to remain elevated for the next few years. Genesis' exposure to carbon prices could thus affect its operating leverage, which rated peers in New Zealand do not necessarily face. From a social perspective, electricity affordability remains a key focus for the government and industry. An ongoing electricity price review is not expected to result in any significant changes to Genesis or other large generator/retailers.

**Mercury NZ Ltd. (BBB+/Stable/A-2)**

New Zealand

Alexander Dunn

Mercury operates in an industry that is generally very exposed to environmental risk, whereby variable weather patterns and hydrological conditions influence electricity demand/supply, as well as wholesale prices in New Zealand. Mercury's 100% renewable capacity (hydro and geothermal) strongly reduces environmental exposures. Although the company's geothermal generation and gas retailing have a carbon footprint, the company remains carbon positive overall (carbon offsets exceed carbon creation). The company carefully manages its emissions and has several long-term agreements to purchase carbon credits through third-party forestry investments. In addition, the company uses electric vehicles to help reduce emissions. In a market with 85% of electricity sourced from renewable generation, we see a competitive advantage based solely on environmental factors as marginal. From a social perspective, end-consumer electricity costs remain a key focus area for the government and industry. A material outcome from the ongoing electricity price review may affect Mercury and other large generator/retailers, but we do not expect any significant changes.

**Origin Energy Ltd. (BBB/Stable/A-2)**

Australia

Meet Vora

Origin Energy relies significantly on thermal generation (coal and gas). In fiscal year 2018, around 62% of Origin's generation output came from coal, 28% from gas, and 10% from renewables and pumped hydro. This is reflected in a carbon intensity of 0.75 ton/MWh compared to the market intensity of 0.82 ton CO2/MWh. That said, the carbon intensity will be a potential long-term liability for Origin if and when any emission scheme is implemented in Australia and it has to close (ARO) its only coal fired power station (2,880 MW) by 2032. At this stage, policy vacuum and lack of clarity on forward emissions trading means risks are more likely medium to longer term. Origin is also proactively responding to various state-based renewable targets by contracting with wind/solar projects (about 1300 MW) and managing the slow but expected transition away from coal-fired plants. Origin must also deliver 20% of its load from renewable energy sources, and the contracted wind/solar projects together with the existing inventory of green certificates should enable Origin meet its green obligation. The government's focus on affordable energy prices over the past two years represents some headwinds for Origin and other large integrated market players. We believe Origin is better placed to withstand this risk than its peers due to its market size, its presence in both electricity and gas retailing, and a strategy to increase its renewable footprint either through own build or entering into power purchase agreements. Governance practices are
Appendix: Components In The Sector ES Risk Atlas

Here is a list of examples of factors we consider in evaluating sector-specific environmental exposure. For example, we examine to what extent each sector is relatively exposed to:

**Greenhouse gas emissions (GHG):** actual or potential regulations such as carbon taxes, emissions trading schemes, and other direct or indirect costs. The GHG emissions under the Kyoto climate change agreement are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6).

**Sensitivity to extreme weather events:** incremental costs or the potential physical impact on assets associated with recurring (for example, hurricanes) or infrequent (droughts) severe weather events.

**Sensitivity to water scarcity:** potential costs related to the need for extracting or sourcing large quantities of water, or requiring on-site water treatment, in comparison to other water users of the same water basins or utilities.

**Waste, pollution, and toxicity:** potential fines or rising costs associated with prevention and treatment of waste and pollution, including hazardous waste and air pollution.

**Land use and biodiversity:** asset retirement obligations, developing natural land or potential operating constraints, or increased costs associated with protecting plant and animal life.

The following is a list of examples of factors we consider in evaluating sector-specific social exposure. For example, we analyze to what extent each sector is relatively exposed to:

**Human capital management:** a sector’s capacity to develop a long-lasting productive workforce while reducing potential operational disruptions from workforce mismanagement; diversity and inclusion attributes; exposure to strikes and the sector’s general exposure to dealing with emerging skills scarcity or surplus labor.

**Changing consumer or user preferences:** We recognize that changes in consumer behavior are often the result of complex dynamics, such as changes in technology or fashion or other disruptive business trends. Therefore, we treat a change in consumer preferences as a social factor related to sustainability, health, safety, the environment, privacy, financial mis-selling, or community and human rights, particularly when an entity has triggered the change.

**Demographic changes:** potential costs or opportunities related to population growth and composition, such as an aging population, urbanization, changing living standards, or a growing middle class.

**Safety management:** potential direct or indirect costs resulting from problems related to the safety of a sector’s production processes and final customer products.

**Social cohesion:** potential or actual costs in direct operations or in the supply chain resulting from geopolitical or community-related events such as conflicts, community unrest, and terror attacks.

This report does not constitute a rating action.
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